Featured Staff Member: Andrew
Andrew is one of the newest members of Planet4IT, but he brings with him a fresh new
perspective.
With one eye on the job market and the other on the IT world, he’s the man to go to for
information on how the latest advancements in Data, Digital Marketing and Social Media
are affecting business.
Andrew encourages you to reach out to him through not only telephone or email, but
LinkedIn and Twitter as well

P4CAPITAL ROUND TABLE – WELLS FARGO DARKPOOL
P4Capital is beginning a series of Podcasts and interviews featuring our executive team,
who will be discussing pressing concerns for the Canadian financial industry.
This week's topic, Dark Pools and why some are washing out.

Click HERE for the transcript.
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The winner of last issue's
Poll question is Marc
Leclair
The question was: Do
you think banking
institutions need to
become experts in Big
Data technologies to
succeed? Why?
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be gobbled up by a larger
fish in the ocean.
Marc has won a Tim
Hortons gift card! Thank
you to everyone who
submitted responses.

The incumbent will be
responsible for detailed
technical specifications for
a number of new

A Senior
Executive/Program
Manager within the capital
markets domain, Dave has
extensive, hands-on
leadership experience
directing teams to develop
and operate technology
solutions.
Over the years, Dave has
been instrumental in
architecting an designing a
myriad of solutions bridging
the business and technical
requirements of front- and
back-office users, portfolio
management, trade
execution, trade monitoring,
settlement, reconciliation
and risk management
revolving around
technologies like TIBCO,
FIX and XML.
He excels at product
development and
management, strategy,
communication, client and
vendor relations, and
effectively bridging gaps
between all stakeholders.

technologies on programs
of high complexity.
If interested in this
opportunity, please
contact us at
contact@planet4it.com

Dave has managed teams
of developers and provided
mentoring of concepts such
as multi-hosted and multithreaded applications, and
database performance and
tuning.

Poll Question
This issues' question: Why do you think Credit Suisse reshuffled its executive team at the
top?
Submit your answers to aportelli@planet4it.com or to @planet4it on Twitter for your
chance to win!
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